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Cotherstone + Romaldkirk 
A circular walk from Cotherstone village 

 

Terrain: a mixture of riverside + meadow paths, along The Teesdale Way  

Start/Finish: The Hagg, Cotherstone (NZ011200) 

Distance: 6 miles/9.6 Km 

Climb: 640 feet/195 metres 

Time: allow 3 hours 

Maps: Ordnance Survey 1:25K OL31, OS 1:50K Landranger 92 

Refreshments: The Red Lion pub, Cotherstone village 



A pleasant walk through meadows, woodlands and riverside paths 

between two of Teesdale’s prettiest villages, Romaldkirk and     

Cotherstone, using two loops of the Teesdale Way.  

 

From the parking area go left along the lane beside the house down to 

the river, at the bottom go left over the footbridge and keep following 

the riverside path to reach a second footbridge, this one over the River 

Tees. Don’t cross this one, keep on the southside of the river and walk 

upstream until rocky outcrops block the way alongside the river. Go 

over the stile on the left into a field and follow the right hand edge of 

this to another stile,  cross this and continue to reach a bridge over 

Wilden Beck, immediately after crossing this go left into the field and 

then diagonally left across this. A stone building will appear at the far 

end of the field, head towards this, passing to the right of it along a 

track to reach the buildings at Woden Croft. Turn right and follow the 

track passing in front of the houses, and then to the right of the barn to 

enter the field behind. Keep on alongside the wall until a gate on the 

right gives access into a wooded area. Go through the gate and follow 

the path through the woods, this can be wet and boggy in places       

especially after wet weather.  

Exit the woods via a gate close to the abandoned farm at Low Garth, 

pass to the left of the buildings to join a track, follow this for a short 

distance, where it makes a sharp left turn head up right to a gate in the 

hedge, go diagonally cross two fields to reach a gate which gives access 

into a walled lane. Go through the gate and along the lane which will 

bring you out onto the village green at Romaldkirk close to The Kirk Inn.  

Walk towards the church and take the road off to the right, follow this 

past the houses to the far end of the green.  

At the end of the lane go left onto a footpath along another walled lane 

to a bridge over Beer Beck. Cross this and shortly after cross a stile into 

a field, go diagonally right across this to another stile close to some 

overhead power lines. Cross this and go right following the path,    

alongside the wall edge over the next two fields to reach a road. Turn 

right and walk along the road to cross over the River Tees over          

Egglestone Bridge, then taking the first track on the right. Follow this to 

reach steps on the left leading up through the woods, its fairly steep 

climb to reach the gate at the top, Exit the woods through the gate, 

aim directly for East Barnley Farm across the next two fields, keep to 

the left of the farm buildings to reach a gate. Keep right along the wall 

across the next field to a gate. There is no discernible path across the 

next field, aim towards the top of a tree which is visible on the horizon, 

until a stile across the fence can be seen, cross this and the field        

beyond to reach a stile through a wall. Cross this, go straight ahead to 

reach a fence, keep right and follow the fence line down to the edge of 

Shipley Wood. Keep alongside the wood until just after crossing a 

stream, go over the stile on the right and follow the stream through the 

woods. Exit the woods via another stile and keep on in the same        

direction through Gorse bushes to reach a caravan park. Pass beside a 

caravan and go directly across to reach a wooden gate, gate through 

this onto a track which leads down through the woods to reach a 

grassy area beside the river. Go right to reach a footbridge over the   

river to reach the outward route, turn left and follow the path back to 

the car park.   
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